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When producing thin ultra high strength steel components with the press hardening process it is essen-
tial that the final component achieves desirable material properties. This applies in particular to passive
automotive safety components were it is of great importance to accurately predict the final component
properties early in the product development process. The transfer of heat is a key process that affects
the evolution of the mechanical properties in the product and it is essential that the thermal contact
conditions between the blank and tool are properly described in the forming simulations. In this study
an experimental setup is developed combined with an elementary inverse simulation approach to pre-
dict the interfacial heat transfer coefficient (IHTC) when the hot blank and cold tool are in mechanical
contact. Different process conditions such as contact pressure and blank material (22MnB5 and Usibor
1500P) are investigated. In the inverse simulation, a thermo-mechanical coupled simulation model is
used with a thermo-elastic-plastic constitutive model including effects from changes in the microstructure
during quenching. The results from simulations give the variations of the heat transfer coefficient in time
for best match to experimental results. It is found that the pressure dependence for the two materials is
different and the heat transfer coefficient is varying during quenching. This information together with
further testing will be used as a base in a future model of the heat transfer coefficient influence at dif-
ferent conditions in press hardening process.

Due to continuously higher demands from different organizations, severe legislation on passive
automotive safety as well as the effort to reduce vehicle emissions, the use of high- and ultra high
strength steel components in both car body and closures have increased drastically during the last
two decades. Simultaneous forming and quenching is a method for manufacturing low weight and
ultra high strength steel components. The process is often referred to as hot stamping or press hard-
ening and is mainly used for producing passive safety components such as side impact beams,
bumper beams, A- and B-pillars and different types of reinforcement components. The applications
and design of these components tend to be more advanced, thus much effort is put in early by
forming simulation in the product development process to verify that the component is production
feasibly and what kind of properties that can be expected. The transfer of heat from the blank to the
surroundings and tools is a key process that affects the formability, the evolution of mechanical
properties, residual stresses etc. Therefore it is essential that the thermal contact conditions between
the blank, tool and surroundings are properly described in the forming simulations. This becomes
even more important when tailor made mechanical properties are considered, for example soft
zones (mixed microstructure). The objective of the current work is to develop an experimental setup
combined with a numerical procedure to predict the interfacial heat transfer coefficient (IHTC)
between the hot blank and cold tool when they are in mechanical contact. Many experimental re-
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sults and models of the heat transfer coefficient exist for different applications, see [1] for an over-
view, but only a few papers are presented regarding heat transfer in press hardening. Geiger et al.
[2] presented in their work an experimental setup combined with inverse simulation to predict the
heat transfer coefficient. They experienced a robustness problem with their experimental setup for
1.5 mm thick blank, but for 2.5 mm they got robust results and presented a constant heat transfer
coefficient for different pressures.

Perhaps the best way to determine the heat transfer coefficient is to measure temperatures in both
the blank and the tool and match experimental and simulated temperatures in an inverse approach.
However initial tests showed that it was difficult to obtain accurate and good repeatability in meas-
uring the rapid changing temperature in the blank. Instead in this study, the temperature history in
the tools is considered during quenching. Only the initial temperature of the blank when the parts
get in mechanical contact is considered in the inverse modelling.

Experimental setup

The experimental setup is presented schematically in fig. 1. It consists of an upper and lower cy-
lindrical tool with a diameter of 60 mm. To minimize the influence of manufacturing and mounting
tolerance the tools are supported on steel balls. This allows the tools to rotate and self adjust to ob-
tain a more even contact pressure distribution. To facilitate these small rotations, washers of cellular
plastic are positioned between the tool and the attaching screws to the mounting plate of a 500 kN
universal testing machine.

The common way to measure temperature response in tools is to use metal sheeted thermocouples

Figure 1: Experimental setup

Position Description
1 Steel ball
2 Upper tool
3 Screw
4 Washer of cellular plastic
5 Spring
6 Upper tool centre pin
7 Blank
8 Isolating rope
9 Lower tool centre pin

10 Lower tool
11 Isolation tool
12 Temperature measurement
13 Infra red radiation pyrometer
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in drilled holes. One disadvantage with sheeted thermocouples is that the measuring position may
be inaccurate due to tolerances of the drilled hole and uncertainty of where the thermocouple is in
mechanical contact with the tool. This source of inaccuracy becomes even more serious when rap-
idly changing temperature response is considered in the present study. Therefore an alternative ap-
proach is used with thermocouples of type G/G 24-K welded at the cylindrical surface of the tool,
where the positions of measuring are more accurately controlled. The temperature response is
measured at a distance of 2, 4 and 6 mm from the contact interface at three angular positions with
120° between the thermocouples on both the upper and the lower tool. In the evaluation of the
measurements, the response at each distance is calculated as the average value of the six thermo-
couples on the lower and the upper tool. This mean value evaluation gives an average temperature
response at each process condition. Inside the upper tool an infrared radiation pyrometer KT18-
VL40M from Heitronics is mounted, in order to measure the blank surface temperature as the tools
are just closed. This temperature is used as initial temperature of blank in the inverse modelling.
The thermocouples, infra red radiation pyrometer, load and stroke sensors of the testing machine
are connected to a data recording system, using totally 21 data channels.

Inside the upper and the lower tools, spring supported centre pins are mounted. The blank is posi-
tioned on the lower pin with an air gap of 15 mm to the lower tool at start position. When the tools
are closing, the centre pins make sure that the blank gets in contact with both tools at the same time.
This minimizes the potential risk of warping due to unsymmetrical cooling of the blank and makes
the contact conditions as identical as possible regarding surface temperatures, pressure distribution
etc. Also the subsequent inverse numerical simulation becomes easier and more accurate since the
heat flow is close to identical in both contacts. To minimize the radial heat loss during handling and
quenching of the blank and for the purpose to only obtain axial heat flow, a fibre of an isolating
high temperature rope Duromax from Ifabisolering is put around the edge of the blank. The edge of
the blank is grinded slightly concave with a depth of a few hundreds of a millimetre to keep the
rope in place. The same isolating rope is wrapped around the cylindrical face of both tools to reduce
the convection and radiation losses. A custom made pincers, that holds the blank in its centre hole
during transport from furnace to tool, is used to minimize the heat loss and to obtain a uniform tem-
perature distribution in the blank. The blank is heated in a furnace at 950 ° C. To minimize the build
up of scale and to replicate the real process, the blank is put into a small chamber inside the furnace
which is feed with nitrogen gas. An oxygen measuring device, Servomex 570A, is connected to the
chamber to control the oxygen level inside. This extra chamber in the furnace will slow down the
heating process. Therefore the time in the furnace is extended to 10 minutes for 22MnB5 and 11
minutes for Usibor 1500P, to heat up the blank and to form austenite. After each test the tools are
cooled down.

The testing machine is controlled in four phases; stroke control from start position were the dis-
tance is 70 mm between the tools to 1 mm before contact with a speed of 20 mm/s; load control to a
predefined contact pressure; hold for 20 seconds and return to setup position.

In this study, the tool material is hardened SS2242-02 and the blank material is 22MnB5 and Usi-
bor 1500P with a thickness of 2.60 and 2.55 mm respectively. The surface texture of the tools is
new, unworn surfaces were the traces of the milling cutter are visible.

Experimental results

Three experiments for each contact pressure 1, 10 and 20 MPa and material type have been con-
ducted. The time from furnace to closed tool was approximately 8 seconds and the temperature of
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the blank when the tools are closed, measured by the IR-pyrometer was 819-838 °C for 22MnB5
and 812-827 °C for Usibor 1500P. The measured temperature responses in the tools for three tests
with both materials are presented in figs. 2 ... 4. The pressure dependency of the temperature re-
sponses for both materials is clearly shown, see fig. 5 were the measurement at distance 2 mm is
presented. However, the two materials individual pressure and temperature dependency differ. At 1
MPa contact pressure the temperature responses for 22MnB5 is higher than for Usibor 1500P. At 10
MPa the difference is smaller but still the temperature is higher for 22MnB5 and at 20 MPa they are
almost identical, with the exception that the slope is slightly higher in the beginning for 22MnB5
compared to Usibor 1500P.

The scale thickness for three samples of 22MnB5 blanks was investigated with the Glow Dis-
charge Optical Emission Spectroscopy (GDOES) method. If the limit is set when the oxygen con-

Figure 2: Experimental results 1 MPa Figure 3: Experimental results 10 MPa

Figure 4: Experimental results 20 MPa Figure 5: Experimental results 1, 10 and 20
MPa at 2 mm distance
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tent is less than five weight percent, then the scale thickness is approximately 6 µm. A scale thick-
ness in this range is expected in the real process and therefore the contact surface condition for the
uncoated 22MnB5 in this experimental setup is considered representative for the real process.

Elementary numerical evaluation

The experimental setup is designed to only have heat flow in axial direction and for the initial
elementary numerical evaluation, a simple and fast one dimension FE-model is used for the inverse
modelling. The tools are modelled with 8-node solid elements and the material model is an isotropic
thermal model considering temperature dependent heat conductivity and heat capacity. The blank is
modelled by thermal shell elements with linear temperature approximation in the plane and quad-
ratic in the thickness direction as described in [3]. This formulation is used in order to account for
the high temperature gradients appearing during tool contact and their consequences regarding
through-thickness properties such as phase evolution etc. The hot blank, initially heated to form
austenite, is subsequently cooled by heat transfer to the tool parts and the austenite decomposes into
different product phases. Depending on the temperature history and mechanical deformation, dif-
ferent phases and phase mixtures evolve. During solid-state phase transformations, latent heat is re-
leased which influences the thermal field. Depending on the mixture of micro-constituents, both the
mechanical and thermal properties vary with temperature and deformation. In the current work the
combination of rapid cooling and low mechanical loading are sufficient to prevent other phases than
martensite to form. A staggered approach is used for coupling the thermal and mechanical analysis
using LS-Dyna 971, wherein the mechanical and thermal analysis are performed with different time
step sizes. A thermo-elasto-plastic constitutive model based on the von-Mises yield criterion with
associate plastic flow is used; see Åkerström et al. [4]. The phase transformation routine is based on
the models proposed by Li et al. [5] and the implementation logics is based on the algorithm given
in Watt et al. [6].

The simulation of the experiments is divided into two phases - preheating of tools before contact
and heat transfer during mechanical contact. In the preheating phase the tools are heated up a few
degrees due to radiation and convection before contact. At the positions for temperature measure-
ment, the temperature increase is almost identical for the two blank materials before mechanical
contact. Therefore the average initial temperature distribution in the tools is calculated based on all
tests. This average temperature distribution is used as the initial temperature in phase two.

Not knowing the heat transfer coefficient characteristics, it is assumed to be a continuous function
of time generated by a NURB-spline curve with quadratic basis functions [7]. The NURB-spline
curve is controlled by a number of control points, whose positions in time are chosen by trial and
error. The control point’s value sets the magnitude of the heat transfer coefficient function in time is
used as design variables in the inverse optimization system INVSYS [8] to minimize the objective
function given by:
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where i = 1, 2, 3 corresponds to the three temperature measuring positions at distances 2, 4 and 6
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mm from the interface. wi are weight factors and exp
ijT and fem

ijT are measured and calculated tem-

perature at distance i and time j at which the objective function is evaluated. The weight factors are
set to w1 = 1.0, w2 = 0.5 and w3 = 0.25, since the measured temperature at the closest distance 2 mm
contains most information about that heat transfer coefficient due to the diffusive process of heat
conduction. To compare the results from a variable heat transfer coefficient, a constant heat transfer
coefficient is optimized with the same objective function.

Inverse modelling results

All three experiments with both materials and the three contact pressures are evaluated in an in-
verse numerical approach to get the heat transfer coefficient that match simulation and experimental
data best. All simulations obtain good agreement with experimental data with a maximum deviation
in temperature response in the tool of approximately 2 °C. The pressure dependency is clear for
both materials and is showed in fig. 6 ... 7 were normalized heat transfer coefficients are presented.
In fig. 8 the mean values are presented and the difference in characteristics between the two materi-
als is clear. In fig. 9 the measured and simulated temperature response with optimized constant and
variable heat transfer coefficient for one test is presented. It is clear that the variable heat transfer
coefficient gives a better match to experimental data.

The solution method to generate the heat transfer coefficient by a NURB-spline curve has its dis-
advantages. In the iterative refinement by adding more control points, the solution will begin to os-
cillate in the inverse optimization routine when the distance between the points gets smaller. This is
a numerical problem which can be handled by regularization. To avoid a new unknown regulariza-
tion parameter in this initial study, the number of control points is kept to a minimum to avoid nu-
merical oscillations but large enough to capture the main characteristics of the heat transfer coeffi-
cient and to provide good agreement compared to experimental data. A transient event, such as in
the very beginning of contact is not totally resolved with this method, but the influence is assumed
to be minimal since it is active under a very short period of time.

Figure 6: Results from inverse simulations
Usibor 1500P

Figure 7: Results from inverse simulations
22MnB5
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Discussion and conclusion

The experimental setup presented in this paper for evaluation of the heat transfer coefficient dur-
ing quenching in the press hardening process works well. The repeatability between tests is good
and the setup captures the difference in temperature response in the tools for both Usibor 1500P and
22MnB5 at each contact pressure. Elementary inverse simulations are conducted were the heat
transfer coefficient, assumed to be a continuous function in time generated by a NURB-spline
curve, is optimized to get the best match between experimental measured and simulated tempera-
tures in the tools. This method has its disadvantages, but the inverse optimized heat transfer coeffi-
cient captures the main characteristics seen from experiments. It is found that a heat transfer coeffi-
cient that varies in time gives a good match between experimental and simulated results. The heat
transfer coefficient is therefore also dependent on other parameters than the pressure. The charac-
teristic of the heat transfer coefficient are different between Usibor 1500P and 22MnB5. At 1 MPa
contact pressure the heat transfer from the blank to tools is higher for 22MnB5. At 10 MPa the dif-
ference is smaller but still is higher for 22MnB5. At 20 MPa they are almost identical, with the ex-
ception that the slope is slightly higher in the beginning for 22MnB5 compared to Usibor 1500P.
The logical would be the opposite, that Usibor have higher heat transfer coefficient at all pressures,
since the scale formed on uncoated 22MnB5 would give an isolating effect and the high thermal
conductivity of aluminium in the AlSi-coated Usibor 1500P would give a higher conductivity be-
tween the blank and tool. The reason for this behaviour could be the rough surface that Usibor
1500P gets after heating, resulting in a relatively small area of real contact compared to 22MnB5.
Also the surface with hard Fe-Al-Si phases could result in a less conductive interface. These phe-
nomena will be further investigated. The results from this study together with further testing will be
used as a base in a future model of the influence of different process conditions on the heat transfer
coefficient in the press hardening process.

Figure 8: Mean value for Usibor
1500P and 22MnB5

Figure 9: Comparison simulated and measured
temperature response in tool
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